
KACE Cloud Companion 
Edition is the perfect 
addition to bridge the 
gaps in your existing 
enrollment-based solutions 
like Microsoft Intune or 
VMWare Workspace One.  

Benefits:
• Simplify management with an intuitive 

interface that functions consistently 
across platforms

• Manage Windows and Mac devices 
seamlessly with agent-based functionality

• Ensure continuous visibility and control 
over all supported devices

• Enjoy quick implementation and reduce 
costs with a SaaS delivery model

Ensuring security while providing a positive user 
experience has become more complex. The evolving 
threat landscape demands robust protection 
measures without compromising usability, and you 
require clear visibility into all devices accessing your 
environment to efficiently manage them.

With multiple solutions already in place across 
your IT infrastructure, you need a fast, user-friendly 
solution that minimizes data center overhead and 
administrative burden.

KACE Cloud Companion Edition delivers powerful 
agent-based functionality without the need for 
enrollment and is designed to complement existing 
MDM enrollment solutions. It provides comprehensive 
inventory, software distribution and patching 
capabilities that simplify the management of Windows 
and Mac devices. With industry-standard encryption, 
it also reduces security risks and data breaches.

Cloud-based endpoint and server management software solution 
without the enrollment prerequisite

KACE Cloud Companion 
Edition  

As a SaaS solution, KACE Cloud Companion 
Edition ensures quick deployment without added 
management or storage concerns. It is the perfect 
addition to bridge the gaps in your existing 
enrollment-based solutions like Microsoft Intune or 
VMWare Workspace One. 

FEATURES
Agent-based functionality

Gain greater control and flexibility in managing 
endpoints that cannot be enrolled via MDM, such 
as Windows servers. KACE Cloud Companion 
Edition enables granular management and real-time 
monitoring capabilities, while seamlessly integrating 
with existing IT infrastructure.
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Eliminate gaps 
in inventory with 
comprehensive coverage 
for all supported devices, 
including previously 
unmanaged endpoints.  

Patch management

KACE Cloud Companion Edition removes the 
hassle of manual patch management. The cloud-
based solution provides a clear view into the status 
of patches, allowing you to streamline the process 
and ensure the security of all your endpoints. With 
a comprehensive patch catalog boasting over 350 
products, you can readily deploy OS and application 
patches across your entire IT landscape.

Server management

Stay ahead of security breaches and compliance 
concerns with ease. KACE Cloud Companion Edition 
can deploy essential OS and server updates on a 
regular schedule, keeping your network safeguarded 
and your organization compliant with industry 
regulations. 

Comprehensive inventory management

Eliminate gaps in inventory with comprehensive 
coverage for all supported devices, including 
previously unmanaged endpoints. With seamless 
cloud integration, you can easily detect and manage 
all hardware and software on your servers.

Software distribution

KACE Cloud Companion Edition automates software 
distributions and upgrades for Windows and Mac 
computers, as well as Windows servers. You can 
push applications and implement preconfigured user 
settings for newly deployed devices, saving valuable 
time and resources.

Perpetual Policy Enforcement

Protect your company resources and fortify your 
network against cyberthreats with proactive policy 
management. KACE Cloud Companion Edition 
ensures that external devices don’t compromise 
your network’s defenses, keeping your data safe 
and secure.

Administer apps and minimize drift through perpetual 
policy enforcement to maintain compliance and 
security at all times.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
For a complete list of system requirements, 
visit https://www.quest.com/products/
kace-cloud-companion/

About Quest
Quest creates software solutions that make the 
benefits of new technology real in an increasingly 
complex IT landscape. From database and systems 
management, to Active Directory and Microsoft 365  
migration and management, and cybersecurity 
resilience, Quest helps customers solve their next  
IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where next 
meets now.
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